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Elizaveta Podgornaia

Date of birth: 04/06/1991 in St. Petersburg, Russland
Nationality: Russian

represented by Rudolf Leeb Gallery, Vienna

Education:

2017   Bachelor of Arts (Photography) mentored by Prof. Gisela Bullacher and 
   Prof. Christopher Muller, Folkwang University of the Arts, Essen
2013-2017  B.A. Photography at Folkwang University of the Arts, Essen
11.2016 – 01.2017 internship by Florian Ebner, Photography Collection at Museum Folkwang, Essen 
2014-2015  member of student parliament and student council of the design department
2011-2012  B.A. Kommunikationsdesign at Folkwang University of the Arts, Essen
2008-2011  Design Diploma at Art Industry Academy, St. Petersburg
   
Group exhibitions (selected):

2020 (upcoming) «Spektakulär Unscheinbar», Curator: Alfred Graf, Künstlerhaus Bregenz
2019     ABSENT, Fotogalerie Wien, Vienna
2017     exhibition for the NRW.BANK Award, Düsseldorf 
2017   «Few Meters of Finitude», Akademie der Bildenen Künste, Stuttgart (with publication)
2016   «Seeing Things», (part of OFF-FOTO Festival), C-HUB, Mannheim
2016   «Fiberish», Miami Beach Urban Studios, Miami 
2016   «When I Close My Eyes, I See the Bloody Rainbow», KUMA Museum, Seoul
2015   «POP UP», student’s show of Folkwang University of the Arts, Essen 
2015   «folkwang*inside» in cooperation with C.A.R., SANAA Building, Essen 
2015	 	 	 «БЛИКBLICK»	(group	work),	Kunstverein	Essen-Werden,	Essen	(with	publication)
2014   «Stadt/Raum/Objekt», Forum Kunst & Architektur, Essen 
2014	 	 	 «BLICKБЛИК»	(official	parallel	program	of	Manifesta	10),	Taiga	Art	Space,
     St. Petersburg
2014	 	 	 «Fotografie	Rundgang»,	Kunstauktionhaus,	Schützebahn	23,	Essen	
2014   «Fact and Fiction», Galerie 52, Essen (with publication)

Solo exhibitions:

2019   «No Colours on the Surface», Rudolf Leeb Gallery, Vienna
2018   «Etwas ganz Spontanes wie es aussieht», Raum Z13, Essen
2018   «Weil Ihre Gesundheit unser Anliegen ist» (duo with Nils Limberg), Post Tyler, Köln
2016   «Don‘t Wear Your Grandma‘s Bra, Please» Baustelle Schaustelle, Essen
2016	 	 	 «eine	Robbe,	die	sich	die	Schwanzflosse	putzt» (duo with Susanne            
     Mierzwiak), Galerie 52, Essen

Publications:

2017	 	 	 The	Great	Infinity	Pool	Vol.	3,	collaboration	project	Ricarda	Roggan‘s	class	(ABK	
   Stuttgart) and Christopher Muller‘s class (Folkwang University of the Arts)
2016   «Interchange», collaboration project with Kyung Hee University College of 
   Fine Art, Seoul
2015   Der Greif, 8th issue, Augsburg
2014   Dekamired, Essen

Awards and scholarships:

2017   NRW.BANK public‘s choice award, Düsseldorf
2016   studio grant in Atelierhaus Linz, Austria
2015, 2016  DAAD grant STIBET III, Essen
2014   Marianne Ingenwerth Foundation project grant, Essen

Work experience:

2018, 2019  photographer by the MQ Vienna Fashion Week 2018, Vienna
2017   dearchiving negative archive Eberhard Seeliger, Museum Folkwang, Essen
2013-2016  member of curatorial team at „Baustelle Schaustelle“, exhibition space for 
   young artists, Essen
2015-2016  student assistant at Folkwang Gallery “Verteilerebene”
2016   work at the art in public space project „Emscherkunst“ (Ruhr area)
2015   work at “Urbane Künste Ruhr” (“Urban Arts Ruhr”) at projects Nomanslanding 
   (Duisburg) and Urban Lights Ruhr (Hagen)   
2015   collaboration project with Folkwang Museum and Kasper Koenig
2015-2017  different jobs for the MKS Menschen für Marken and Zaechel Int. agencies (e.g. for  
   Borussia Dortmund, C&A, ThyssenKrupp, etc.)
2014-2019  different commercial jobs as a photographer and assistant





„no Colours on the Surface“
solo exhibition, November 2019, Rudolf Leeb Gallery, Vienna
digital C-Prints

 I have been investigating an abstraction in the photographic image for years. It was more 
important for me to concentrate on the subject of the picture itself than on the technical experiments. 
The special feature of the photographic medium always to have a connection to the  reality remains a 
crucial point for my work.
The	working	process	starts	with	a	“blank	canvas”.	At	first	I	create	components	of	my	photographs,	such	
as a painted fabric and sculptural forms. In the next step I have to make decisions, as a photographer, 
such	as	the	positioning	of	the	camera,	setting	of	light	and	the	final	framing	is	being	chosen.

In my latest work I paid even more attention on the creating the 3-dimensional construction and the 
connection between photography and sculpture.
The classical painting implies usually a 2-dimensional picture and a sculpture by contrast implies a 
3-dimensional object. With a help of photographic tools, I‘m reproducing 3-dimensional constructions 
into	2-dimensional	photographic	flatness.	At	the	end	there	is	only	one	unique	picture,	which	shows	a	
not anymore existing reality, the rest remains undiscovered.
As a result of this multi-level process are hybrids of photographs, paintings and sculptures. So the di-
alogue	with	the	surroundings	and	the	fantasy	worlds	of	a	viewer	arises.	My	aim	is	also	to	question	the	
familiar terms, as the „painting or the „photograph“.

previous page: „Drama I“, 120x175cm, digital C-Print

65x90cm, digital C-Print



30x43cm each, digital C-Prints



„Ochre, Canvas, Focus, Loop“

 In my work I investigate the possibilities of the photographic medi-
um in collaboration with other artistic media. I don‘t like calling my images 
abstract	because	its	specific	components	are	not	abstract	but	the	subjects	
shown are being abstracted from ordinary things – in that sense taking 
pictures has always been an abstraction. Each recipient can judge the 
images by their individual experience and memory. They propose a plat-
form to discuss and ask how people look at, experience and recognize 
images. 
 
The work I did for my graduation centers around two kinds of discussions: 
on	one	hand	it	deals	with	questioning	the	role	of	fabric	in	photography	and	
on the other hand it deals with the connection between photography and 
painting.	At	first,	I	use	objects,	cloth	and	paint	to	create	new	constructions	
and spaces. Secondly, those new forms will be photographed. Both the 
stretched cloths as well as the medium of photography transform the 3-di-
mensional	construction	into	2-dimensional	flatness. 
 
On the photographic surface the viewers can only see a familiar materiality 
of the fabric and the paint that was put upon it. This is a hint towards the 
means of classical painting: paint and fabric – the canvas. 
 
My working process is based on intertwining different decisions. As a 
painter I determine each brushstroke. As a photographer I determine the 
image through the setting of light and the positioning of the camera itself 
and	in	post	production	the	final	framing	and	size	is	being	chosen.	I	try	to	
invert	the	process	of	taking	photographs	by	creating	a	unique	reality	and	
by building each image step by step starting with a “blank canvas”. 
 
The perception of the viewer balances between the known and the unk-
nown. The viewer is confronted by the ordinary fabric material which is 
however abstracted from its haptic characteristics by the means of pho-
tography without becoming actually abstract. The viewer can therefore 
experience a new point of view of an otherwise familiar material.

8 digital C-prints, mounted on Dibond and framed
final presentation at the Folkwang University of the Arts, March 2017, Essen

32x42 cm

Ausstellungsansicht bei der Gruppenausstellung „ABSENT“, Fotogalerie Wien, Mai 2019





30x40 cm each



“Venus”, 72x92 cm72x92 cm



„Etwas ganz Spontanes wie es aussieht“

 Taking a photograph can be a very spontaneous action, especially when compared to the creation of a clay 
sculpture or the building of a construction. The process of realizing an imaginary concept takes time to bloom. Step-
by-step, the idea is translated into action.

A real construction or sculpture always has its borders to the environment. As such, the photographic image has its 
limits too when compared to the imaginary space it is set in.

In her latest work, Elizaveta Podgornaia deals with constructed spaces as well as its representation in the photogra-
phic image. She continues to create new reality in the pictures and in the real exhibition space too.

   „Let‘s suppose it will be spontaneous“ solo exhibition, September 2018, Raum Z13, Essen
   4 digital C-prints, various sizes, white fabrics

20x30 cm





70x82 cm



„Weil Ihre Gesundheit unser Anliegen ist“
   “Because your health is our first priority”, duo with Nils Limberg (concept and realization), May 2018, 
Post Tyler, Cologne
framed digital C-prints, carpet, glass, copper pipes, polythene pipes, golden paint, digital frame

 The exhibition “Weil Ihre Gesundheit unser Anliegen ist” examines the 
function of space and the world of phantasies. Where is a difference between 
the	exhibition	and	a	normal	working	space?	Is	it	defined	in	context?	

We try to build up a surreal world, which analyses the meaning of objects, their 
appearance, and their function. In the digital age, it is very easy to get the infor-
mation about any subject. Due to this, we try to remind ourselves about endless 
human imagination and things which are located beyond our perception.

While physical exploration of a room reveals truth of our immediate surround-
ings, we still ask how much truth is held in an image of the surface of Mars. The 
same	question	can	be	asked	about	the	result	of	any	industrial	production.

Because reality is manipulatable, we use abstract cues and concrete evidence 
to put the visitor in the intermediate zone between imagination and the real world 
--	“Because	your	health	is	our	first	priority”



20x30 cm 20x30 cm



„Don‘t Wear Your Grandma‘s Bra, Please“

 In this series I transform found, cheap, everyday objects and give them new life 
in a photographic image. I construct environments with the resulting forms based on 
intuition and associations with the objects. Suddenly, an object becomes a face (“Por-
trait”, 2015) and it starts to communicate with me. The interaction and relationships 
between the transformed object and the surrounding space play an important role in 
this work. The spectator can perceive this interplay without knowing what the object 
originally was. The are no allusions to a particular time or place. Every picture gives the 
spectator an opportunity to relate to the motif and leaves room for interpretation. 

Solo exhibition, May 2016, Baustelle Schaustelle, Essen
framed digital C-prints, photo printed on canvas, black carpet, grey wall paint

next page: 90x120cm, digital C-print





Untitled (Rembrandt), 20x30 cm, digital C-Print

next page: 90x120 cm, digital C-PrintUntitled (Portrait), 38x52 cm, digital C-print






